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DATA SHARING AND SYNCHRONIZATION 
WITH RELAY ENDPOINT AND SYNC DATA 

ELEMENT 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of, and claims 
priority to, US. patent application Ser. No. 11/739,236 ?led 
Apr. 24, 2007, Which is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] Synchronizing and sharing data betWeen multiple 
endpoints may be accomplished in a variety of Ways. Many 
synchronization implementations require speci?c and per 
haps not Widely-accepted data interchange formats. The same 
or different synchronization implementations may be rela 
tively complex, for example, in terms of the rules that syn 
chronization endpoints must folloW, the data that must be 
provided and exchanged When synchronizing, and so on. 
[0003] In some implementations, particular endpoints may 
synchronize With other endpoints on the same network, may 
synchronize With other endpoints in the same general physi 
cal location or area, and so on. In the same or other imple 

mentations, endpoints may instead or also synchronize With a 
variety of endpoints that may be considered to be separate or 
different in a variety of Ways. For example, different end 
points might be located on separate networks, might be in 
varying geographical locations, might be connected using 
connections With different characteristics (such as band 
Width, latency, and the like), and so on. Endpoints that are 
separate or different may in some cases not be able to syn 
chronize data as e?iciently, and may in some implementa 
tions not be able to connect or synchronize data at all. 

SUMMARY 

[0004] The folloWing presents a simpli?ed summary of the 
disclosure in order to provide a basic understanding to the 
reader. This summary is not an extensive overvieW of the 
disclosure and does not identify key or critical elements of the 
invention or delineate the scope of the invention. Its sole 
purpose is to present some concepts disclosed herein in a 
simpli?ed form as a prelude to the more detailed description 
that is presented later. 
[0005] Described herein are various techniques and tech 
nologies directed toWard sharing and synchronizing data 
using, in at least some implementations, the addition of syn 
chronization data to a feed that contains data items, and a node 
or endpoint that provides relay functionality or capabilities to 
one or more endpoints. In some implementations, one or 

more endpoints may also communicate information about the 
data sets that are synchronized, in addition to communicating 
or synchronizing the data sets themselves. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary system in Which 
sharing and synchronization of data might be implemented, 
With the use of one or more endpoints that provide relay 
functionality. 
[0007] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW that includes operations that may be performed 
When synchronizing data to and from a relay endpoint. 
[0008] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW that includes operations that may be performed 
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When communicating information about data synchronized 
betWeen endpoints or When making a change to the data 
synchronized by a relay endpoint. 
[0009] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary system that includes 
a relay endpoint. 
[0010] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary system that includes 
an exemplary graphical example of a feed. 
[0011] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW including various operations that may be per 
formed When modifying an item to include sharing and syn 
chronization data. 
[0012] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW including various operations that may be per 
formed When performing a local update of an item. 
[0013] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW that includes various operations that might be 
performed When merging changes made by another endpoint 
With the data maintained by a local implementation of an 
endpoint. 
[0014] FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW that includes operations that might be performed 
as part of evaluating hoW a local item might be updated during 
a merge operation. 
[0015] FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW that includes operations that might be performed 
When processing con?icts. 
[0016] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary generalized opera 
tional ?oW that includes operations that might be performed 
as part of resolving con?icts. 
[0017] FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary computer device in 
Which the various technologies described herein may be 
implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0018] Described herein are various techniques and tech 
nologies directed toWard sharing and synchronizing data 
using, in at least some implementations, the addition of syn 
chronization data to a feed that contains data items, and a node 
or endpoint that provides relay functionality or capabilities to 
one or more endpoints. More particularly, described herein 
are, among other things, methods, systems, and data struc 
tures that facilitate the transfer of data betWeen endpoints by 
“relaying” or repeating information communicated by a ?rst 
endpoint, through a relay endpoint, to a second endpoint. In 
some implementations, one or more endpoints may also com 
municate information about the data sets that are synchro 
nized, in addition to communicating or synchronizing the 
data sets themselves. 
[0019] In general, in some implementations, synchroniza 
tion of data may be implemented, at least in part, by the 
addition of particular data to a feed of data provided using a 
possibly Widely accepted protocol like RSS (“Really Simple 
Syndication” or “Rich Site Summary”). For example, in an 
exemplary implementation With a topology that consists of 
only tWo endpoints that communicate With each other, one 
endpoint might publish an RSS feed that contains some type 
or types of information. In perhaps one example, the feed 
might include calendar item information represented using a 
format like iCalendar or hCalendar, but might contain any 
data represented in a variety of formats. The other endpoint 
might subscribe to the feed provided by the ?rst endpoint and 
be noti?ed When, for example, the ?rst endpoint adds a neW 
calendar item or changes an existing calendar item. In addi 
tion, a subscribing endpoint might publish its oWn feed, With 
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the same data as is provided in the original publisher’s feed 
and also With changes or additions made by the subscriber. 
The original publisher might then subscribe to this second 
feed. Through these mutual subscriptions, changes made by 
either endpoint may be re?ected in the data maintained by 
both endpoints, enabling bi-directional synchronization. 
Multiple endpoints may participate and share data by sub 
scribing to at least one of the feeds provided by another 
endpoint and similarly publishing their oWn feed. 
[0020] In addition to synchronizing With each other in a 
direct fashionisuch as in the example described previ 
ouslyiin some cases a ?rst endpoint may synchronize With a 
second endpoint, and then the second endpoint may synchro 
nize With a third endpoint. In so doing, in at least some cases, 
the second endpoint may act as a “relay endpoint” and com 
municate changes made by the ?rst endpoint to the third 
endpoint. In some implementations, changes made by the 
third endpoint may also be communicated to the ?rst endpoint 
through the second endpoint. In such implementations, or in 
other implementations, it may be bene?cial or useful for the 
relay endpoint to provide functionality that enables the relay 
ing or transferring of data or information. 

[0021] Turning noW to FIG. 1, illustrated therein is an 
exemplary system 100 in Which sharing and synchronization 
of data might be implemented, With the use of one or more 
endpoints that provide relay functionality. As shoWn, the 
exemplary system contains a variety of endpoints, including 
endpointA 110, endpoint B 115, endpoint C 120, endpoint D 
125, endpoint E 130, endpoint F 135, endpoint G 140, and 
endpoint H 145. The exemplary system also includes a variety 
of data sets that are shared or synchronized betWeen different 
endpoints, including data sets represented by feed X 160, feed 
Y 162, and feed Z 164. Some of the endpoints are shoWn as 
connected using the exemplary connection 170, the exem 
plary connection 172, the exemplary connection 174, and the 
exemplary connection 176. This description of FIG. 1 may be 
made With reference to other ?gures. HoWever, it should be 
understood that the elements described With reference to FIG. 
1 are not intended to be limited to being used With the ele 
ments described With reference to other ?gures. In addition, 
While the exemplary diagram in FIG. 1 indicates particular 
elements, in some implementations not all of these elements 
may exist, and in some implementations additional elements 
may exist. 

[0022] Each of the endpoints in this exampleiincluding 
endpointA 110, endpoint B 115, and so onimight represent 
one or more general-purpose or dedicated computer systems, 
including server computers, desktop computers, laptop com 
puters, Workstation computers, mobile or cellular telephones, 
personal digital assistants (PDAs), and the like. In some 
implementations at least, the speci?c manner in Which an 
endpoint is implemented or embodied may not be relevant, as 
long as the endpoint includes executable code or functionality 
so that it may synchronize or shared data With other endpoints 
as described herein. 

[0023] At least some endpoints are shoWn as connected to 
each other so that data may be exchanged betWeen the con 
nected endpoints. For example, endpoint A 110 and endpoint 
C 120 are connected using the exemplary connection 170. 
Similarly endpoint B 115 and endpoint C are connected using 
the exemplary connection 172. While not shoWn With a spe 
ci?c connection, other exemplary endpoints shoWn as con 
nectedisuch as endpoint C and endpoint D 125, endpoint D 
and endpoint E 130, and so onimay be considered to be 
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similarly connected in some fashion so that data may be 
exchanged betWeen the connected endpoints. The connec 
tions shoWn, or other connections, may be implemented in a 
Wide variety of Ways, may use a Wide variety of technologies 
or methods for exchanging data, and so on. At least for the 
purposes of sharing data, generally, the manner in Which an 
endpoint is connected to another endpoint may not be rel 
evant, as long as both endpoints have some mechanism by 
Which they can exchange feeds of data. As such, in at least 
some implementations endpoints may be connected by any 
means by Which data may be transmitted, including any type 
of netWorkiincluding Wired and Wireless netWorks4or any 
other kind of transfer mechanism, including the transfer of 
physical media, like a compact disc (CD) or ?ash memory 
drive. 
[0024] Generally, a sharing or synchronization relationship 
may exist betWeen tWo endpoints. For example, a sharing 
relationship might exist betWeen the endpoint A 110 and 
endpoint B 115, betWeen endpoint A and endpoint C 120, 
betWeen endpoint A and endpoint H 145, and so on. A par 
ticular sharing relationship generally relates to a set of data 
that is synchronized or shared and that comprises one or more 
data items, or simply “items.” 
[0025] An endpoint in a sharing relationship may be a pub 
lisher, a subscriber, or both a publisher and a subscriber. A 
publisher may make available a “feed” that contains informa 
tion associated With the items being shared as part of the 
sharing relationship. A subscriber may be an endpoint that 
subscribes to a feed provided by a publisher. In the case Where 
both endpoints in a sharing relationship are publishers and 
subscribers, each endpoint may make available a feed to 
Which the other endpoint subscribes. Such feeds may be 
represented, for example, and as Will be described in more 
detail beloW, by the exemplary feed X 160, the exemplary 
feedY 162, and the exemplary feed Z 164. 
[0026] In at least some exemplary implementations an end 
point may make a “local” change to an item, Where a “local” 
change may be a change made on the particular endpoint for 
some reason, including a change made by a user, a change 
made by an automated process, and so on (including users, 
processes, and the like located on or associated With different 
endpoints). Then, so the items being shared may be kept the 
same on subscribing endpoints, the local change may be 
published as part of a feed. Other endpoints that subscribe to 
the feed may “merge” the change or changes made available 
using the feed With their oWn local store of items. Other 
endpoints may also make local changes of their oWn, Which 
may then be merged or incorporated by yet other endpoints. In 
at least some implementations, including those that use 
“Simple Sharing Extensions” (SSE), a local change might be 
made With operations similar to or the same as those 
described beloW, for example, With reference to FIG. 7. In the 
same or other implementations, the merging of a change or 
changes may be accomplished using operations similar to or 
the same as those described beloW, for example, With refer 
ence to FIG. 8. 

[0027] A feed With a local change, or a local change itself, 
may be provided to another endpoint in a variety of Ways, 
including through the use of “push” or “pull” techniques. In a 
“push” technique, an endpoint may af?rmatively communi 
cate a feed With a change, or a change itself, to another 
endpoint. In just one example of a push implementation, an 
endpoint might initiate an HTTP request and include an 
updated feed that includes a change, or just include a speci?c 
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change (separate from a feed). The endpoint to Which the 
HTTP request is communicated might accept the feed or the 
change and merge the feed or change With its oWn data. In a 
“pull” technique, an endpoint might retrieve an updated feed 
or change from some other endpoint and then incorporate the 
change into its oWn data. In just example of a pull implemen 
tation, an endpoint might initiate an HTTP request to some 
other endpoint and in response may be provided With a 
change or updated feed. The requesting endpoint might then 
merge or incorporate the feed or change into data it maintains. 

[0028] An endpoint may subscribe to and publish a variety 
of feeds, Which may in turn be represented using a variety of 
formats. Furthermore, items obtained from a feed that is 
represented using a particular format need not be published or 
further distributed using a feed or feeds that use that same 
formatiitems may be published in any format supported or 
understood by the publisher or the subscriber. For example, 
an endpoint might subscribe to one feed that uses RSS and 
another feed that uses Atom. That same endpoint may then 
publish the same set of data, or any other set of data, using 
RSS, Atom, or any other type of feed format, independent of 
hoW the data Was originally obtained or represented. 

[0029] Given some mechanism for synchronizing data 
betWeen endpointsisuch as a feed and a protocol or rules for 
updating a feed and merging changes in a feedia variety of 
endpoints may share and synchronize information. For 
example, suppose that endpoint A 110 has a sharing relation 
ship With endpoint C 120 and synchronizes tWo sets of infor 
mation using tWo feeds: feed X 160 and feed Z 164. In the 
same example, endpoint B 115 might have a sharing relation 
ship With endpoint C and synchronize a set of information 
using feedY 162. In some implementations, each feedifeed 
X, feedY, feed Z, or other feeds that are not shoWnimight 
comprise different information. In other implementations, 
feeds may be related in one or more Ways. As just one 
example, feed X 160 might contain a subset of the informa 
tion in feedY 162. This might, for example, enable endpoint 
C to synchronize only particular pieces of information With 
endpointA. Such data partitioning behavior may be useful for 
a variety of reasons. As just one example, a user associated 
With endpoint A might not have a business or other reason to 
see all of the information embodied by the feed Y, but may 
need to see some subset of the information: the subset of 
information represented by feed X, in one example. 
[0030] When multiple endpoints subscribe to and possibly 
also publish information using a synchronization system like 
SSE, or some other synchronization system, they may in 
some cases form a “sharing mesh” or “mesh” of endpoints, 
such that changes made by one endpoint may be transmitted 
to and betWeen other endpoints, and thereby be propagated to 
other endpoints and in some cases throughout some or all of 
the mesh. 
[0031] While the endpoints in the system 100 may be 
embodied in a variety of Ways and may be connected in a 
variety of Ways, for the purposes of example suppose that 
endpointA 110 and endpoint B 115 are “mobile” in that they 
are embodied in one or more computing devices that may not 
typically be located in a single physical or geographical loca 
tion. For example, endpoint A might be a PDA and endpoint 
B might be a laptop computer. Endpoint C 120 might also be 
a laptop or other mobile computer. Further suppose that end 
point A and endpoint B may, at least at certain times, com 
municate With endpoint C using the connection 170 and the 
connection 172, respectively. While such connections may be 
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implemented in a variety of Ways, in one example the con 
nection 170 might be implemented, at least in part, using a 
cellular data netWork like a GPRS, EDGE, EVDO, or HSDPA 
netWork, or the like. In this example, When endpoint A and 
endpoint C synchronize data they may communicate feed X 
160 and/or feed Z 164 over such a cellular data netWork. In the 
same or another example, the communication betWeen end 
point B and endpoint C might take place over an exemplary 
connection 172, Which might, at least in one example, be 
implemented using a Wireless netWork such as a Wi-Fi net 
Work. In this example, When endpoint B and endpoint C 
synchronize data they may communicate feed Y 162 over 
such a Wireless netWork. 

[0032] In some cases some endpoints, such as endpointA or 
endpoint B, might be “pre-con?gured” With an address of an 
endpoint With Which they may synchronize data. This may 
enable the endpoint to start sharing and synchronizing data 
Whenever the endpoint or endpoints With Which they commu 
nicate are available. For example, When an endpointisuch as 
the laptop represented by endpoint B4communicates using 
Wi-Fi, the endpoint might be pre-con?gured With the SSID 
(“service set identi?er”) of a Wi-Fi netWork, and the Wi-Fi 
netWork might be provided by or associated With an endpoint, 
such as endpoint C. Even if endpoint B has not previously 
communicated or synchronized data With endpoint C, it may 
be able to “automatically” or Without user intervention deter 
mine that such a netWork is available and similarly start 
synchronizing information, perhaps Without user interven 
tion. 

[0033] Such a pre-con?gured endpoint address, as Well as a 
variety of other functionality and bene?ts described herein, 
may be useful in a variety of scenarios and situations. For 
example, just one such situation might be an environment 
after a disaster or emergency has taken place. In such a situ 
ation, a doctor responding to an emergency might carry a 
PDA, represented by endpoint A, With Which they can vieW or 
enter data that is then communicated, using, in this example, 
feed X 160 and feed Z 164, to endpoint C. Similarly, an aid 
Worker might carry a laptop, represented by endpoint B, and 
be able to vieW and enter data represented by feedY 162. In 
some implementations, one or more of such endpoints may be 
pre-con?gured, or con?gured at some other time, to commu 
nicate With other endpoints and share and synchronize data. 
In this example, the shared data might include medical 
records, disaster reports, and so on, but could include any of 
a variety of other data. 

[0034] In some implementations, an endpoint such as end 
point C might also be mobile. For example, in a post-disaster 
environment Where traditional communication netWorksi 
such as cellular or ?xed-line telephone netWorks, cable net 
Works, and so onimay be unavailable or saturated With 
netWork traf?c, or in other scenarios, endpoint C might be 
embodied by a laptop or portable computer connected to a 
Wi-Fi Wireless access point that provides a short-range Wi-Fi 
netWork. Endpoint C might then be moved from place to 
placeiit might be located in a car or truck, for exampleiso 
that it might provide a local netWork in a variety of locations. 
When endpoint C moves into range of an endpoint that is 
con?gured to or can be con?gured to communicate With 
endpoint Cisuch as perhaps endpoint A or endpoint B in this 
exampleithe endpoints may synchronize and share data. 
[0035] The endpoints may share or synchronize data in a 
variety of Ways, including through the use of the operational 
?oWs described beloW in more detail With reference to, for 
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example, FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. For example, an application that 
is part of endpoint A 110 may have modi?ed data that is 
synchronized using, say, feed X 160. When endpoint A and 
endpoint C 120 can communicateiperhaps because a car in 
Which endpoint C is located has moved Within range of end 
point Aithe data modi?ed by the user of endpoint A may be 
synchronized With endpoint C. At the same time, endpoint C 
might have, for example, changes to data represented using 
feed X 160 and/or feed Z 164, and might synchronize these 
changes With endpoint A. After such communications, both 
endpoint A and endpoint C may noW contain up-to-date cop 
ies of the information represented by feed X and feed Z. 
[0036] Continuing With this one example, at some subse 
quent time, endpoint C 120 might move Within range of 
endpoint B 115 and be able to synchronize data With endpoint 
B. In this speci?c example, as previously introduced, feedY 
162 may includes a superset of the data represented by feed X 
160 (although of course it could contain any data). As a 
change made by endpoint A 110 and embodied in feed X Was 
previously communicated to endpoint C by endpoint A, that 
change may noW in some implementations be synchronized 
betWeen endpoint C and endpoint B, this time using the 
superset feedY. After such synchronization, endpoint C may 
contain the change made by endpoint A, even though end 
point A and endpoint B have not synchronized data directly 
With each other. If endpoint B has made changes to data 
associated With feedY, such changes might also be synchro 
nized With endpoint C. 

[0037] In this example, to this point, endpoint A 110, end 
point B 115, and endpoint C 120 may have synchronized data 
and, as a result and as one non-limiting example, endpoint C 
might contain neW or changed information provided by end 
pointA and endpoint B. HoWever, it may also be desirable for 
the neW or changed information to be communicated to other 
endpoints in addition to just endpoint A, endpoint B, and 
endpoint C. Continuing With the current example, endpoint C 
might move back to a particular location that might have or 
provide connections to other endpoints. For example, the car 
carrying the laptop that embodies endpoint C might “retum to 
base,” Where the endpoint C might be able to connect to one 
or more other endpoints perhaps using one or more additional 
or other netWorks or connections, such the Internet. In a 
speci?c example, suppose that When endpoint C is “at base,” 
it is able to communicate With endpoint D 125 over an exem 
plary connection 174. In this example, endpoint D might 
represent, say, one or more server computers located in one or 

more locations. In such a case, and in other cases, endpoint C 
might be able to communicate With endpoint D by, for 
example, physically connecting an Ethernet cable for some 
period of time betWeen endpoint C and endpoint D, or 
through some other connection means. When such a connec 

tion is available, endpoint C might synchronize feedY 162 
and feed Z 164 With endpoint D. 

[0038] Finally, noW that the changes are present on end 
point D 125, they may in some cases be synchronized to a 
variety of other endpoints. As just one set of examples, sup 
pose that endpoint D has a connection to a netWork such as the 
Internet, Which might in this case be represented by the con 
nection 176. An endpoint such as endpoint E 130*W111C11 
perhaps might be a desktop computer in a central o?ice of an 
aid agencyimight also be connected to the Internet, and 
might synchronize all of the changes retrieved by endpoint C 
and present on endpoint D by synchronizing feedY 162 and 
feed Z 164 With endpoint D. Endpoint E might then synchro 
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nize the same changes, or a subset of the same changes or 
other changes, With another endpoint, such as the exemplary 
endpoint H 145. Some or all of the changes might also be 
synchronized in the same or other Ways to other endpoints, 
such as to endpoint F 135*W111C11 might be a mobile phone 
and might use a cellular data netWork, to endpoint G 140, and 
so on. 

[0039] In this example, and in a variety of other scenarios, 
some endpoints may be considered to be “relay endpoints .”A 
relay endpoint may generally be considered to be an endpoint 
that relays information from one endpoint to another end 
point. In some implementations, the relaying of information 
might be implemented by synchronizing data betWeen a ?rst 
endpoint and the relay endpoint, and then subsequently syn 
chronizing the same or related data from the relay endpoint to 
the second endpoint. For example, With the exemplary set of 
endpoints described With reference to FIG. 1, endpoint C 120, 
endpoint D 125, and endpoint E 130 might each be, in some 
implementations at least, a relay endpoint. It may also be 
possible for other endpoints to be relay endpoints if they relay 
changes made by one endpoint to another endpoint. 
[0040] It should be understood that a relay endpoint might 
be used in a Wide variety of scenarios and might provide a 
Wide variety of functionality and features to endpoints, net 
Works, and so on. For example, While the previous single 
example discussed hoW a relay endpoint might be useful in a 
post-disaster environment Where, say, traditional communi 
cation netWorks are unavailable, relay endpoints may also be 
useful in a Wide variety of other scenarios and implementa 
tions. Some of the folloWing text discusses just some of such 
examples. In doing so, some of the elements of FIG. lisuch 
as some of the endpointsimay be described as having dif 
ferent exemplary characteristics so they may be used to dem 
onstrate other exemplary implementations. 
[0041] For example, one or more relay endpoints may be 
used in some implementations to partition or divide netWork 
or data tra?ic. For example, suppose that endpoint E 130 and 
endpoint H 145 are located on one local netWork and that 
endpoint F 135 and endpoint G 140 are located on some other 
local netWork. While endpoint G and endpoint H may Want to 
share and synchronize dataiincluding data in this example 
represented by feedY 162 and feed Z 164ithe tWo endpoints 
do not have a direct connection to each other. In this context, 
a “direct connection” betWeen tWo endpoints may be a con 
nection Where at least one endpoint has a netWork addresses 
that is visible to the other endpoint. For example, tWo end 
points With public Internet Protocol (IP) addresses may be 
able to form a direct connection, While tWo endpoints behind 
something like a NetWork Address Translation (NAT) router 
or endpoint, With only “private” IP addresses, might not be 
able to form a direct connection. (Note that in this context a 
“direct connection” does not require that tWo endpoints be 
physically connected to each other. Similarly, communica 
tion betWeen tWo “directly connected” endpoints may happen 
betWeen other intermediary endpoints, such as routers, other 
computing devices, and so on.) In a variety of scenarios and 
for a variety of reasons, endpoint G or endpoint H might not 
have a connection to a common netWorkilike the Intemeti 

and may only be able to communicate With, say, particular 
endpoints on their local netWork. This might be the case for 
security reasons, or for any of a variety of other reasons. 
HoWever, if endpoints on the local netWorkiin this example, 
these might be endpoint D 125, Which might be on the same 
local netWork as endpoint G, and endpoint E 130, Which 
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might be on the same local network as endpoint Hisynchro 
nize the data used by the other endpoints, endpoint G and 
endpoint H may still be able to communicate changes. For 
example, a change made on endpoint G might be synchro 
nized betWeen endpoint G and endpoint D, then synchronized 
betWeen endpoint D and endpoint E, and ?nally synchronized 
betWeen endpoint E and endpoint H. 
[0042] In some implementations, the connection betWeen 
tWo local netWorksiperhaps represented by connection 176 
betWeen endpoint D 125 and endpoint E 130imay be limited 
or constrained in one or more Ways. For example, the con 

nection may be embodied by a loW-bandWidth connection, a 
high-latency connection, or some other type of connection 
that is limited in one or more Ways. In such case, or in other 

cases, it may be bene?cial to minimize the netWork tra?ic 
carried by the connection. One method for minimizing such 
tra?ic may involve using a relay endpoint to centralize and 
collect changes made by multiple endpoints on a local net 
Work, and then communicating such collected changes from 
the relay endpoint to some other netWork. For example, end 
point P 135 and endpoint G 140 might synchronize changes 
With endpoint D, and only endpoint D might synchronize 
changes With endpoint E. In some cases, such an arrangement 
may be bene?cial even When endpoints that are not relay 
endpoints may communicate With other netWorks. For 
example, in one or more examples, endpoint G might be able 
to communicateiif desiredi“directly” With endpoint H 
145. In one example, endpoint G might communicate directly 
With endpoint H if or When the connection betWeen endpoint 
G and endpoint H is, say, relatively unused or has available 
bandWidth. HoWever, When the connection is, say, already in 
use communicating other netWork tra?ic or is otherWise not 
available or only provides limited communication capability, 
endpoint G might instead just synchronize its changes to an 
endpoint such as endpoint D, and might then rely on endpoint 
D to relay the changes to the other netWork. 
[0043] In the same or other implementations, communica 
tion betWeen tWo local netWorks may generally be blocked or 
limited by one or more intervening computing devices, such 
as ?reWalls or similar devices. In such implementations, and 
in other implementations, communication betWeen the net 
Works may be limited to only one or more devices for Which 
“holes” have been opened in a ?reWall or similar device. In 
the context of the exemplary system 100, for example, and 
Where, again for the purposes of demonstration, endpoint D 
125 and endpoint E 130 are located on different netWorks, the 
exemplary connection 176 may occur through such a hole in 
a ?reWall. In such an example, other devices on the netWork 
that do not have access to such a holeilike, perhaps, end 
point G 140 or endpoint H 145imay communicate With each 
other through endpoints that have access to such holes. 

[0044] In some implementations, a relay endpoint may be 
capable of synchronizing and relaying any type of data. That 
is, a relay endpoint may not be limited to synchronizing or 
relaying just a single type of data or small set of different 
types of data. For example, a relay endpoint may be con?g 
ured to synchronize any type of data as long as the data is 
represented using a feed and synchronization information 
that conforms to a knoWn synchronization protocol, such as 
SSE. In such an example, the data communicated in a feed, 
using elements such as item data elements (perhaps like those 
described beloW, for example, With reference to FIG. 5), may 
be of any type, and may indeed not even be knoWn or “under 
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stood” by the relay endpoint, Which may only need to knoW 
hoW to interpret and use elements such as the sync data 
elements in the SSE feed. 

[0045] A variety of components, modules, and methods 
may be used on endpoints, such as on one or more endpoints 
described With reference to FIG. 1, to implement the relaying 
of data from one endpoint to another. For example, such 
components may include a “sync module,” Which may in 
some implementations implement at least some the opera 
tions described beloW, for example, With reference to FIG. 2. 
The same or other implementations may use a “directory 
module,” Which may in some implementations implement at 
least some of the operations described beloW, for example, 
With reference to FIG. 3, including using one or more “direc 
tory feeds.” Such directory feeds may exist in an exemplary 
system such as the exemplary system 100, and may in some 
cases be represented using one or more of the shoWn exem 
plary feeds, such as feed X 160, feedY 162, or feed Z 164, or 
may not be shoWn. 

[0046] Turning noW to FIG. 2, shoWn therein is an exem 
plary generalized operational How 200 that includes opera 
tions that might be performed When synchronizing data to and 
from a relay endpoint. The folloWing description of FIG. 2 
may be made With reference to other ?gures. HoWever, it 
should be understood that the operational ?oW described With 
reference to FIG. 2 is not intended to be limited to being used 
With the elements described With reference to these other 
?gures. In addition, While the exemplary operational How of 
FIG. 2 indicates a particular order of execution, in one or more 
alternative embodiments the operations may be ordered dif 
ferently. Furthermore, While the exemplary operational ?oW 
contains multiple steps, it should be recognized that in some 
implementations at least some of these operations may be 
combined or executed contemporaneously. 

[0047] In an exemplary implementation of operation 210, 
some item of data may be changed on a ?rst endpoint. As just 
one example, a user of the ?rst endpoint might use an appli 
cation to, say, add a neW piece of data, change existing data, 
delete existing data, and so on. In another example, an auto 
mated process or some other entity may change the data 
maintained by a ?rst endpoint. The change may be made by a 
user, an automated process, or some other entity that is asso 
ciated With the ?rst endpoint, or an entity that is associated 
With some other endpoint. In some implementations, the data 
may be stored on the ?rst endpoint While in other implemen 
tations the data may be stored elseWhere and accessed by the 
?rst endpoint. In just one example, the ?rst endpointithe 
endpoint on Which the item is changedimight be an end 
point such as endpointA 110 or endpoint B 115, both of FIG. 
1. 

[0048] In at least one implementation of operation 215, the 
change may be synchronized betWeen the ?rst endpoint and 
some relay endpoint. Such synchronization may be accom 
plished in a variety of Ways, depending on, among other 
things, the type of synchronization protocol or operations in 
place, hoW the ?rst endpoint and the relay endpoint are imple 
mented and connected to each other, and so on. With a syn 
chronization protocol that uses feeds of data With sync data 
elements, such as SSE, the ?rst endpoint might generate an 
updated feed that includes the change made in operation 210 
or one or more other changes. In at least one example, such an 
updated feed might be produced using operations including 
those described beloW, for example, With reference to FIG. 6 
or FIG. 7. 
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[0049] In at least one case, the ?rst endpoint may af?rma 
tively communicate the feed With a change, or just the change 
itself, to another endpoint. As just one example, the ?rst 
endpoint might initiate an HTTP request and include the 
updated feed With the change. The relay endpoint might 
accept the request and the feed, and might then merge the 
change in the feed With its oWn data. Such a merge operation 
may be implemented, in at least one implementation, using 
operations such as those described beloW, for example, With 
reference to FIG. 8 and other ?gures. In another implemen 
tation, the relay endpoint might retrieve an updated feed from 
the ?rst endpoint, after Which it might merge a change in the 
retrieved feed With its oWn data. Such an action might be 
implemented, in just one example, by the relay endpoint 
initiating an HTTP request to the ?rst endpoint and in 
response being provided With the updated feed, after Which 
the relay endpoint merges the feed With data maintained by 
the relay endpoint. 
[0050] In some cases a feed used during synchronization 
may represent all of the items in the synchronized set of data, 
While in other cases the feed may only include a subset of the 
items being synchronized, including even just the item or 
items involved in the change, or just the change itself. 
[0051] In an exemplary implementation of operation 220, a 
set of one or more endpoints With Which the relay endpoint 
may synchronize the change may be identi?ed. For example, 
for each set of data or feed, the relay endpoint may store or 
access a set of endpoint identi?ers. In such an example, and in 
other examples, each endpoint identi?er may identify an end 
point With Which the given set of data or feed may be syn 
chronized. In just one example, an endpoint identi?er might 
be a netWork or other address that the relay endpoint may use 
When communicating With the particular endpointian end 
point identi?er might be, for example, a URL, IP address, and 
so on. 

[0052] In some implementations, the set of endpoints With 
Which a relay endpoint synchronizes may be provided or 
associated in some manner With one or more directory mod 

ules, directory feeds, and the like. For example, the set of 
endpoints that provide a particular feed might be communi 
cated betWeen endpoints using a directory feed that contains 
an item that is both associated With the set of data and includes 
a set of endpoint identi?ers that provide feeds for that set of 
data. One implementation of such directory functionality is 
described in more detail beloW With reference to, for example, 
FIG. 3. 

[0053] In at least one implementation of operation 225, an 
endpoint in the set of endpoints With Which the relay endpoint 
synchronizes data may be identi?ed. In a subsequent opera 
tion, in at least some implementations, the relay endpoint may 
then synchronize the change made by the ?rst endpoint, per 
haps by synchronizing an updated feed. As just one example, 
if a relay endpoint synchronizes a particular set of data or feed 
With multiple endpoints, in this operation one of those mul 
tiple endpoints may be identi?ed. The identi?ed endpoint 
may be chosen in a variety of Ways, and in at least some cases 
each endpoint in the set may be chosen in successive itera 
tions of this operation, or in parallel, so that all endpoints in 
the set ultimately may receive the updated or changed data. 
[0054] Finally, in an exemplary implementation of opera 
tion 230, a change is synchronized betWeen the relay endpoint 
and the identi?ed second endpoint. As before With operation 
215, the synchronization may be implemented in a variety of 
Ways, including using “push” or “pull” actions. In some 
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cases, the same change made by the ?rst endpoint may be 
synchronized to the second endpoint. For example, the relay 
endpoint might generate an updated feedithat contains the 
same change made by the ?rst endpointiafter merging the 
change from the ?rst endpoint, and might use such an updated 
feed to synchronize the change to the second endpoint. In the 
same or other cases, the relay endpoint may synchronize 
some other change to the second endpoint. For example, the 
relay endpoint may generate a feed that has a change that is 
related to the change made by the ?rst endpoint but that is 
different from the change made by the ?rst endpoint. This 
might happen in a variety of Ways. For example and Without 
limitation, the relay endpoint might provide a feed that com 
prises, say, aggregate data, and may update the aggregate data 
When speci?c and non-aggregated data is synchronized from 
the ?rst endpoint. It may then synchronize a change to the 
aggregated data to the second endpoint as part of an imple 
mentation of operation 230. 
[0055] Turning noW to FIG. 3, shoWn therein is an exem 
plary generalized operational How 300 that includes opera 
tions that may be performed When communicating informa 
tion about data synchronized betWeen endpoints or When 
making a change to the data synchronized by a relay endpoint. 
The folloWing description of FIG. 3 may be made With refer 
ence to other ?gures. HoWever, it should be understood that 
the operational ?oW described With reference to FIG. 3 is not 
intended to be limited to being used With the elements 
described With reference to these other ?gures. In addition, 
While the exemplary operational How of FIG. 3 indicates a 
particular order of execution, in one or more alternative 
embodiments the operations may be ordered differently. Fur 
thermore, While the exemplary operational ?oW contains 
multiple steps, it should be recognized that in some imple 
mentations at least some of these operations may be com 
bined or executed contemporaneously. 

[0056] In general, and for example, it may be useful to be 
able to communicate information about sets of data that are 
shared and synchronized betWeen endpoints that share and 
synchronize such data. For example, it may be useful to 
distribute information about the feeds or data sets available in 
a “sharing mesh,” so that other endpoints may be able to 
determine, for example, if they Want to synchronize a particu 
lar feed or set of data, provide a different feed or set of data, 
make changes to yet another feed or set of data, and so on. 

[0057] While this information may be communicated in a 
variety of Ways, in some implementations it may be useful to 
communicate the information in a manner or manners that 

operate independently of, for example, different netWorks 
and endpoints involved in sharing and synchronizing data. 
Such techniques might not be able to rely on a centralized 
location for such information, because such a centralized 
location might not be accessible to all endpoints, or for other 
reasons. 

[0058] In some implementations, such functionality might 
be provided, at least in part, through the use of one or more 
sets of “directory” information, or “directory feeds,” that 
might be shared or synchronized betWeen endpoints. Such 
directory information might include information about the 
sets of data that may be synchronized betWeen endpoints. 
This information might include, in some implementations 
and Without limitation, metadata about one or more feeds of 
data. For a particular feed, such metadata might include, for 
example and Without limitation, information such as the name 
of the feed, a description of the feed, schema information 
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identifying hoW the feed represents data, hoW the feed may be 
accessediincluding one or more endpoints at Which the feed 
is available and the appropriate mechanism or mechanisms to 
use to access the feed at the particular endpoint, and so on. 

[0059] In at least some implementations, the sharing and 
synchronizing of such directory metadata might be imple 
mented using the same or similar mechanisms as the sharing 
and synchronizing of data referred to by the metadata. For 
example, a directory feed might be implemented as an RSS 
feed With SSE extensions, and changes to the directory feed 
might then be synchronized betWeen endpoints using SSE, 
just as data referred to by the directory feed might be syn 
chronized betWeen endpoints using SSE. In other implemen 
tations, the “directory feed” might not be implemented as a 
“feed” per se, and might instead be some other type of data 
organized in any Way so as to enable the transfer of informa 
tion about a feed that shares or synchronizes data. In some 
implementations a directory feed may include information 
about multiple feeds, While in other implementations only 
information about a single feed may be included. Further 
more, a directory feed may include in some cases only infor 
mation about a single changeior may just include the 
change itself Without other directory feed informationi 
While in other cases the directory feed may include multiple 
changes. 
[0060] In an exemplary implementation of operation 310, a 
change to a set of data, represented in some implementations 
using a feed, may be made on a ?rst endpoint. Such a change 
might include the addition of or exposing of a neW feed of 
data. For example, the ?rst endpoint might make available a 
neW feed With a particular set of data (including a neW feed 
With at least some data that might already be shared using one 
or more other feeds). In other examples, the ?rst endpoint 
might stop making a particular feed available, or might make 
one or more changes to metadata about a feed that is already 

available, such as changing the name or description of a feed, 
changing the Way or Ways in Which a feed is accessed, and so 
on. In general, such a “feed change” comprises changing 
some characteristic of a feed itselfiincluding making a feed 
available or no longer availableiand does not comprise 
operations that only operate on or With items in the feed, such 
as adding neW data items to the feed, changing items in the 
feed, or deleting items. That is, in general, a feed change may 
operate on metadata associated With a feed, and not on the 
data items represented in the feed itself. 

[0061] In at least one implementation of operation 315, the 
?rst endpoint might update one or more directory feeds With 
information about the feed change made, for example, in 
operation 310. In some cases, such an update may include 
information about the change, such as the name, description, 
access information, and other information about a neW feed; 
the changed data for an existing feed; an identi?cation of a 
feed that is no longer being provided; and so on. For example, 
in an implementation that uses an RSS feed With SSE infor 
mation to share directory information, When a neW feed is 
made available the directory feed may be updated to include 
a neW “item” element With information about the neW feed. In 
some examples, and Without limitation, this information 
might include a name for the feed; a description of the feed; 
access information for the feed, like a URL at Which the feed 
is available and, perhaps, some representation of hoW the feed 
can or should be accessed, such as information about Whether 
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the endpoint making the feed available accepts changes (per 
haps through the use of an HTTP POST request With an 
updated feed); and so on. 

[0062] In one or more exemplary implementations of 
operation 320, the directory feed may be communicated to a 
relay endpoint. Such communication may be implemented in 
a Wide variety of Waysiincluding ?le copies, remote proce 
dure calls, and so onias long as the information about the 
feed change is communicated to the relay endpoint. In an 
implementation Where the directory feed is represented using 
a feed protocol like RSS, perhaps With SSE information, the 
directory feed may be communicated to the relay endpoint in 
a manner that is the same as or similar to the Way or Ways in 

Which other feeds are communicated betWeen endpoints, 
including mechanisms such as those previously introduced, 
like through the use of HTTP GET or HTTP POST requests to 
one or more particular URLs. For example, in some imple 
mentations, the ?rst endpoint might provide the directory 
feed to the relay endpoint by communicating an HTTP POST 
request to the relay endpoint that contains the directory feed, 
While in other implementations the relay endpoint might peri 
odically or at other times retrieve a directory feed from the 
?rst endpoint, perhaps With an HTTP GET request. 

[0063] It should be noted that although this operation, and 
some other operations in this operational ?oW, refer to the use 
of a relay endpoint, that in at least some cases the endpoint 
that obtains the directory feed may not be a relay endpoint. 
For example, the endpoint that obtains the directory feed 
might not ultimately share or synchronize data referred to by 
the directory feed, or other data, betWeen other endpoints. 
Instead, for example and Without limitation, it may use infor 
mation associated With directory feed in any of a variety of 
other Ways. 

[0064] In at least one exemplary implementation of opera 
tion 325, it may be determined if the relay endpoint Will take 
any further action using the updated directory feed or any 
further action associated With the feed change made on the 
?rst endpoint. If no further action is necessary, the operational 
How may end; if further processing should take place, the 
operational How may proceed to operation 330. In some 
implementations, the relay endpoint may, for a variety of 
reasons, not take any action as a result of a feed change. For 
example, the directory feed might include a change to a feed 
that the relay endpoint does not include or make available to 
other endpoints, and so the relay endpoint may not need to 
perform any processing for that feed. In another example 
Where no further processing may be necessary, the directory 
feed may include a change that is associated With a feed 
provided by the relay endpoint, but the change may be a 
change that the relay endpoint does not “pass on” or commu 
nicate to other endpoints that synchronize data With the relay 
endpoint. 
[0065] In other cases, the change in the directory feed may 
be one that requires further processing on the part of the relay 
endpoint. In such cases, the operational How may proceed to 
operation 330, Where at least some of the further processing 
may be performed. For example, the directory feed may 
include a change to a feed that is already being made available 
by the relay endpoint, or may include a noti?cation about a 
neW feed provided by the ?rst endpoint that the relay endpoint 
may Want to relay or make available to other endpoints. In 
such cases, and in other cases, further processing may be 
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performed so the relay endpoint may make appropriate infor 
mation available to other endpoints associated With the relay 
endpoint. 
[0066] In an exemplary implementation of operation 330, 
the data feed associated With the feed change may be updated 
on the relay endpoint. The implementation of this operation 
may depend, at least in part, on the nature of the change 
communicated by the directory feed. For example, When the 
directory feed communicates information about a neW feed 
that is being provided by the ?rst endpoint and the relay 
endpoint Wants to make the neW feed available to other end 
points that synchronize data With the relay endpoint, at least 
part of the implementation of this operation may involve 
synchronizing the contents of the neW feed from the ?rst 
endpoint to the relay endpoint (again, using one or more of a 
variety of synchronization mechanisms including those pre 
viously introduced). Also as part of this operation, the relay 
endpoint may then make the neWly synchronized feed avail 
able to one or more other endpoints that synchronize data With 
the relay endpoint. For example, in just one implementation, 
the relay endpoint may retrieve the current contents of the 
data feed by submitting an HTTP GET request to a URL 
communicated in the directory feed and associated With the 
data feed. The relay endpoint may then store the data feed 
locally or in storage associated With the relay endpoint. 
Finally, the relay endpoint may make the data feed available 
to other endpoints, perhaps by ensuring that the data feed is 
accessible at a particular different URL. Other endpoints may 
then, at some subsequent point in time, retrieve the contents 
of the data feed by initiating, for example, an HTTP GET 
request to the URL provided by or associated With the relay 
endpoint. (In such an example, the data feed may be made 
available to endpoints that can access the relay endpoint but 
that might not have been able to access the ?rst endpoint.) 

[0067] Other types of changes communicated by the direc 
tory feed may also result in one or more updates or changes on 
the relay endpoint. For example, if a particular data feed is no 
longer being published by the ?rst endpoint, the relay end 
point might make the data feed no longer available to end 
points that synchronize With the relay endpoint. If metadata 
about a feed has been changed, the relay endpoint may make 
some or all of such metadata changes available to endpoints 
that synchronize With the relay endpoint. 
[0068] In at least one exemplary implementation of opera 
tion 335, the directory feed may be updated to re?ect a change 
made by the relay endpoint. Such a change may enable the 
directory feed to communicate additional information about 
the data feed to other endpoints. For example, in the example 
Where a neW feed has been made available by the ?rst end 
point and the same feed is also noW being provided by the 
relay endpoint, at least part of this operation may update the 
directory feed to provide information about hoW other end 
points may access the neW feed on the relay endpoint. For 
example, the relay endpoint might make the neW feed avail 
able at a different URL or netWork address than the ?rst 
endpoint provides, might make the feed available through 
different communication mechani sms than those provided by 
the ?rst endpoint, and so on. Such might be the case, in just 
one example, When the ?rst endpoint and the relay endpoint 
are connected to different netWorks, and perhaps the netWork 
address provided by the ?rst endpoint may not be accessible 
in the same Way as a netWork address provided by the relay 
endpoint. For example, perhaps the netWork address provided 
by the ?rst endpoint is on a “private” or limited access net 
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Work, or behind a ?reWall, or so on, While the netWork address 
provided by the relay endpoint is “public,” or is accessible to 
more or other endpoints that may not have access to the ?rst 
endpoint. In such a case, an implementation of operation 335 
may update the directory information in the directory feed for 
the neW feed so that the directory information includes the 
netWork address of the feed on the relay endpoint. In so doing, 
a set of endpoint identi?ers associated With the neW feed may 
be formed as part of the directory information, and the set of 
identi?ers may later be used by the relay endpoint to deter 
mine the endpoints With Which to synchronize the feed, and 
may also be used by other endpoints to determine from Where 
to retrieve the feed. 

[0069] The manner in Which the directory feed is updated 
may depend on characteristics such as hoW the directory feed 
is implemented. For example, if the directory feed uses RSS, 
perhaps With SSE information, the change to the directory 
feed might involve performing an SSE update to an existing 
item in the directory feed, so that the existing item noW 
includes, for example, one or more additional netWork 
addresses or endpoint identi?ers for the feed. Through such 
updates, a set of endpoints at Which the particular feed is 
available may be formed. (For example, the relay endpoint 
might synchronize the directory feed to another relay end 
point, Which might then also add one or more netWork 
addresses for the same neW data feed, and so on.) 

[0070] In an exemplary implementation of operation 340, 
the directory feed may be communicated to a second end 
point. The communication of the directory feed may be 
implemented in a Wide variety of Ways, including in at least in 
some implementations manners similar to hoW the directory 
feed Was communicated betWeen the ?rst endpoint and the 
relay endpoint in operation 320, by using SSE synchroniza 
tion, and so on. 

[0071] Finally, in one or more exemplary implementations 
of operation 345, a second endpoint may perform one or more 
operations associated With the data feed using information 
provided by the directory feed. Such operations may include, 
for example, retrieving a neWly added feed, updating the 
location or locations at Which the second endpoint accesses 
the feed, no longer retrieving a feed, and so on. For example, 
When the ?rst endpoint has made a neW feed available, and 
such a feed has been synchronized to the relay endpoint and is 
noW being made available by the relay endpoint, one imple 
mentation of this operation might involve the retrieval by the 
second endpoint of the contents of the feed from the relay 
endpoint. 
[0072] In some implementations, the second endpoint 
might use the updated feed locallyifor example, the second 
endpoint might make the contents of the feed available to a 
user of the second endpoint. In other implementations, the 
second endpoint might further make the feed available to 
other endpoints, and so may be a relay endpoint itself, or 
might use the feed or directory feed in other Ways. 

[0073] Turning noW to FIG. 4, shoWn therein is an exem 
plary system 400 that includes a relay endpoint. This descrip 
tion of FIG. 4 may be made With reference to other ?gures. 
HoWever, it should be understood that the elements described 
With reference to FIG. 4 are not intended to be limited to being 
used With the elements described With reference to other 
?gures. In addition, While the exemplary diagram in FIG. 4 
indicates particular elements, in some implementations not 
all of these elements may exist, and in some implementations 
additional elements may exist. Furthermore, While the exem 
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plary diagram shows elements as being part of or contained 
by a particular computer system, for example, it should be 
noted that one or more modules associated With a particular 
endpoint may also be implemented by one or more other 
computer systems and connected to the exemplary illustrated 
computer systems by any means su?icient for exchanging 
any necessary data. 
[0074] The exemplary system 400 may contain a relay end 
point 410, a sync module 420, a directory module 430, a 
storage module 440, and a local update module 450. Also 
illustrated as associated With the relay endpoint are a feed 422 
and a feed N 424, and a directory feed 432 and directory feed 
N 434. 
[0075] In general, in at least some exemplary implementa 
tions, the relay endpoint 410 may share and synchronize data 
With multiple other endpoints. For example and Without limi 
tation, the relay endpoint may perform at least some of the 
data sharing and synchronization operations described previ 
ously With reference to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2. In addition, in some 
implementations, the relay endpoint may include directory 
functionality to enable the communication of metadata about 
shared and synchronized data, and may in some cases imple 
ment at least some of the directory operations described pre 
viously With reference to FIG. 3. 
[0076] The exemplary relay endpoint 410 may contain 
multiple modules, including some or all of the illustrated 
modules, as Well as other modules, as part of an implemen 
tation that enables the relaying of data. In some implementa 
tions, the relay endpoint may be implemented by a computing 
environment or computing device including the exemplary 
computing environment discussed beloW With reference to 
FIG. 12. 

[0077] In some implementations, the exemplary relay end 
point 410 may include a sync module, such as the exemplary 
sync module 420. Such a sync module may generally imple 
ment operations related to the sharing and synchronizing of 
data betWeen the relay endpoint and other endpoints, includ 
ing accepting or retrieving data from other endpoints, merg 
ing or incorporating such data With data stored locally or 
associated With the relay endpoint, and providing or transmit 
ting data for use by other endpoints. In some implementa 
tions, the sync module may implement some or all of opera 
tion 215, operation 220, operation 225, and operation 230 
described previously With reference to FIG. 2. For example, a 
sync module might include operations associated With syn 
chronizing a change from a ?rst endpoint, identifying one or 
more of a set of endpoints With Which the change might be 
synchronized, and synchronizing the change to a second end 
point. 
[0078] With regard to accepting or retrieving data, an exem 
plary sync module 420 may perform a variety of tasks asso 
ciated With the input of data, including accepting datai 
perhaps represented as feeds including perhaps the feed 422 
and the feed N 424isubmitted by other endpoints, accepting 
programmatic or Web service requests or calls from other 
endpoints, retrieving data or feeds from other endpoints, and 
so on. For example, in some implementations, the sync mod 
ule 420 may receive or obtain a feed in a manner similar to or 

the same as Was described previously With reference to opera 
tion 215 of FIG. 2. As shoWn, the sync module may obtain the 
feed 422 or the feed N 424, or a variety of other feeds that are 
not shoWn. The sync module may perform a variety of tasks 
using a feed or request, including storing the feed or change 
(perhaps using the exemplary storage module 440), making 
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the feed available to other modules or endpoints, and so on. As 
has been previously described and introduced, and as is 
described in more detail beloW, a feed might be implemented 
in a variety of Ways and using a variety of formats. For 
example, in one implementation, a feed might comprise an 
RSS feed, and each “item” element in the RSS feed might 
contain information about a data item that is being shared or 
synchronized betWeen different endpoints, as Well as possibly 
information related to the synchronization of the data item. 
[0079] In the same or other implementations, the sync mod 
ule 420 may perform operations associated With merging or 
incorporating items and changes expressed by a feed or 
request into a store maintained by or associated With the relay 
endpoint 410. Such a store of items might be implemented in 
some embodiments by the exemplary storage module 440. 
The exemplary storage module 440 might be implemented in 
a variety of Ways, including through the use of local or remote 
databases, ?at ?les, and any other means by Which data might 
be stored. 
[0080] In some implementations, the exemplary sync mod 
ule 420 might merge data from a feed or request as part of, for 
example, the previously described operation 215 of FIG. 2. In 
some implementations, at least, operations performed When 
merging data may in turn include some or all of the operations 
described beloW With reference to FIG. 8, among other ?gures 
and examples. In examples Where a feed comprises an RSS 
feed and each “item” element in the RSS feed contains infor 
mation about a data item, the merge module might iterate 
through all of the “item” elements in the RSS feed document 
and merge any changes into the store of items maintained by 
the storage module 440. 
[0081] With regard to synchronizing changes to other end 
points, and in some cases as part of implementing an opera 
tion such as operation 230 described previously With refer 
ence to FIG. 2, an exemplary sync module 420 might, among 
other tasks, generate one or more feeds. Such feeds might 
include one or both of the exemplary feed 422 and the exem 
plary feed 424, or other feeds that are not shoWn, and a feed 
might include or represent some or all of the items stored by, 
for example, the storage module 440. In the same or other 
examples, a sync module might produce a reply to a request 
received from another endpoint, or initiate a request to 
another endpoint. 
[0082] A sync module might generate such a feed or out 
going request or reply in a variety of Ways depending upon, 
among other things, the mechanisms by Which the items are 
stored and the speci?c format and contents of the feed. For 
example, in one implementation, a sync module might 
retrieve particular database roWs from a database that is part 
of an embodiment of storage module 440 and then generate a 
feed document, perhaps using RSS, that contains “item” ele 
ments for the data items that are part of the sharing relation 
ship. 
[0083] The sync module 420 may in some implementations 
determine the endpoints With Which it synchronizes data. For 
example, the sync module may access a list of endpoints for 
a particular set of data or feed, and may then identify end 
points With Which it synchronizes the particular set of data or 
feed, and in so doing implement operations such as operation 
220 and operation 225 of FIG. 2. Such a set or list of endpoints 
may be obtained or determined in a variety of Ways, including 
through the use of information or services associated With a 
module such as the exemplary directory module 430, 
described beloW. 


























